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FROM THE EDITOR
the breakup occurred, anger,
heartbreak, and disappointment
soon followed. Then blame.
Someone must be at fault! Someone
was wrong! You tried so hard so
why couldn’t it survive?
Instead of being consumed with
anger and resentment, did you
ever stop and think that maybe, just
maybe, it was simply a wrong fit?
And that no one is to blame?

Sometimes It Just Don’t Fit!
This morning I was perusing a
toy catalog, shopping for a gift for
a friend’s child, when I stumbled
upon an item that brought hours
of enjoyment to my children. It’s
a square box that has different
shapes cut out into each side with
accompanying matching pieces. The
goal of the toy is for children to fit
each piece in its corresponding hole
thus learning to recognize shapes and
how to fit “like” things together.
My boys spent hours placing the
various shapes into their respective
holes. Most times the pieces fit
together with ease, but on occasion,
they would work tirelessly trying to
make the wrong piece fit into the
wrong hole: an oval in a circle; a
square in a triangle; a rectangle in a
square.
As I reminisced about them sitting on
the floor working at this task, I began
to think about how this activity mimics
what we do throughout our life: work
to make the pieces fit. Sometimes our
choices fit perfectly, but sometimes
we expend tremendous energy trying
to make the wrong relationships fit.
How many times have you been in
a friendship or romance that didn’t
work out? In most situations, when

Like the pieces in the toy, each of
us has an individual design derived
from life experiences. We are each
as unique as a circle, square,
triangle or octagon. When we make
the right match, everything fits
perfectly, but when we have the
wrong pieces, it doesn’t work no
matter how hard we push or on what
angle.
It would be ridiculous to say
something is wrong with the circle
because it doesn’t fit in the square,
we recognize the shapes as being
different, so why do we make those
claims about people? Why do we
assign blame to a person and then
spend the rest of our life being
angry and resentful, thinking about
what could have been?
Perhaps a new perspective would
be to view each of us as the pieces
of the toy – unique with our own
characteristics, perfect in our design
– but not always a fit, no matter how
hard we try to squeeze it together
and how much we want it.
Perhaps looking at life experiences
in this way may make it easier to
let go and stop assigning blame. It
may enable us to forgive and move
forward.
So, the next time you experience
the loss of a valued relationship,
rather than being consumed with
anger and bitterness, just release
it. Try to view yourself and the
other person as shapes, different
from each other, but with their own
purpose, beauty and value. Perfect
in their individuality, but they just
don’t fit!
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Joel Osteen

GIVE GOD WHAT YOU HAVE
One time Jesus had been
teaching thousands of people. It
was getting late in the day, and
everyone was hungry. Jesus
turned to his disciples and
said, “I want you to feed all the
people.” They didn’t have any
food out there in the wilderness.
There were no grocery stores,
no restaurants. On the surface,
it seemed like what Jesus was
asking was impossible. But
here’s a key: God will never ask
you to do something and not give
you the ability to do it.
You might think, “Well, Joel, I
can’t raise this child. He’s too
difficult.” No, God wouldn’t have
given you the child if you weren’t
able to raise him. “Well, these
people at work are driving me
crazy.” No, when God gave you
that job, He gave you the ability
to be there with a good attitude.
“Well, I can’t accomplish my
dreams. I don’t know the right
people.” No, the moment God
put the dream in your heart, He
lined up everything you need to
bring it to pass.
The disciples said to Jesus, “We
can’t feed all these people. It’s
impossible. We don’t have any
food.”

Jesus heard all of their excuses.
He finally said to them, “You’ve
told me all about what you don’t
have. All I want to know is what
you do have.”
They said, “We just have five
loaves of bread and two small
fish. But what is this among so
many?” They looked at it and
dismissed it. It’s not enough.
You might say, “Joel, I believe
I could do something great if
I had more going for me, if I
had more talent, more friends
or more money.” No, you’re
just looking at the natural. Get
rid of that I-don’t-have-enough
mentality. God is saying to
you today what Jesus said to
the disciples so many years
ago, “Give Me what you have.
Don’t make excuses. Don’t sit
on the sidelines of life feeling
intimidated and shortchanged.
Put your life, your goals and
your dreams into My hands.”
Jesus took the five loaves and
two fish, prayed over it, and
supernaturally multiplied it,
feeding about 15,000 people—
and there were 12 baskets left
over! That’s what happens when

you give God what you have.
He will multiply it. He’ll give you
more than enough!
Today, are you talking yourself
out of something God has placed
in your heart? Let this be a
reminder that God can do what
you can’t do when you give Him
what you have!
Joel Osteen is pastor of
Lakewood Church in Houston,
Texas — a vibrant and diverse
church that Forbes calls the
largest and fastest-growing
congregation in America. Joel
shares a positive message of
hope and encouragement that
extends all around the world.
This message reaches all across
America and 100 nations of the
world. Joel’s books, Your Best
Life Now and Become a Better
You, quickly became #1 New
York Times Bestsellers and are
distributed worldwide in several
languages.
Copyright © 2015 by Joel
Osteen. All rights reserved.
Used by permission.
International copyright secured.
www.joelosteen.com

Are You A Food Addict?
By Mark Hyman, MD
The science of food addiction is clearer now
than ever before. A powerful study published
in the American Journal of Clinical Nutrition
proves that higher-sugar, higher-glycemic
foods are addictive in the same way as
cocaine and heroin.
In this groundbreaking study, Dr. David
Ludwig and his colleagues at Harvard
proved that foods with more sugar—those
that raise blood sugar quickly or have what
is called a high glycemic index—trigger a
special region in the brain called the nucleus
accumbens known to be ground zero for
conventional addictions such as gambling
and drug abuse. When this pleasure center
becomes activated, it makes us feel good
and drives us to seek out more of that
feeling.
Previous studies have shown how this
region of the brain lights up in response to
images or when someone eats a sugary,
processed, or junk food.
However, many of these studies compared
very different foods. If you compare
cheesecake to boiled vegetables, the
pleasure center will light up to the
cheesecake and not to the vegetables for
many reasons. Maybe the cheesecake
tastes better or looks better. In other words,
interesting data, but not hard proof of
addiction.
This newer study took on the hard job of
proving the biology of sugar addiction. To
confirm their results, the researchers did a
randomized, blind crossover study using the
most rigorous research design. They took
12 overweight or obese men between 18
and 35 and gave each a low-sugar, lowglycemic-index (37 percent) milkshake.
Four hours later, they measured the nucleus
accumbens, the brain area that controls
addiction. They also measured blood sugar
and hunger levels.
Days later, researchers had the same
subjects back for another round of
milkshakes. This time, they switched them.
The new milkshakes tasted and looked
exactly the same as the first round— except
in how much and how quickly they spiked
blood sugar.
In contrast to the first shakes, this second
batch of milkshakes contained more sugar
with a high glycemic index (84 percent).
Not only were the two sets of shakes
engineered to deliver precisely the same
flavor and texture, they also had exactly
the same amount of calories, protein, fat,
and carbohydrate. Think of them as trick
milkshakes.

Participants didn’t know which milkshake
they were getting, and their mouths couldn’t
tell the difference, but according to the
study results, their brains sure could. Each
participant received a brain scan and blood
tests for glucose and insulin after drinking
each version of the milkshake.
Without exception, they all experienced
the same response: The high-sugar, highglycemic-index milkshake caused a much
greater spike in blood sugar and insulin
levels, and also yielded reports of increased
hunger and cravings four hours after they
consumed it.
This part of the study findings was not
surprising and had actually been shown in
many previous studies. The breakthrough
finding: When the high-glycemic shake was
consumed, the nucleus accumbens lit up
like a Christmas tree.
By contrast, the low-glycemic shake
triggered no response in the nucleus
accumbens. This pattern occurred in every
single participant and was statistically highly
significant.
This study proved two things.
• The body responds quite differently to
different calories, even if the protein, fat, and
carbs (and taste) are exactly the same.
• Foods that spike blood sugar are
biologically addictive.
In other words, this study proved food
addiction is very real. In fact, it’s the
root cause of why so many people are
overweight and sick. They become stuck in
a vicious cycle of cravings. They eat sugary
foods that spike their blood sugar, and
their brain’s pleasure center lights up. This
triggers more cravings, driving them to seek
out more and more of the substance that
gives them this “high.”
These people become powerless against
their brain’s hardwired response to seek out
pleasure. It’s no wonder so many people feel
trapped!
How Do You Know Whether You’re
Addicted?
My friend and colleague Kelly Brownell,
PhD, while at Yale’s Rudd Center for Food
Policy and Obesity, created a scientifically
validated food questionnaire to help you
determine whether you are a food addict.
Here are some clues you may be addicted to
sugar, flour, and processed food. The more
intensely or more frequently you experience
these feelings and behaviors, the more
addicted you are:

• You consume certain foods even if you are
not hungry, because of cravings.
• You worry about cutting down on certain
foods.
• You feel sluggish or fatigued from
overeating.
• You have spent time dealing with negative
feelings after overeating certain foods,
instead of spending time in important
activities such as time with family, friends,
work, or recreation.
• You have had withdrawal symptoms such
as agitation and anxiety when you cut down
on certain foods (do not include caffeinated
drinks such as coffee, tea, and energy drinks
here).
• Your behavior with respect to food and
eating causes you significant distress.
• Issues related to food and eating
decrease your ability to function effectively
(daily routine, job/ school, social or family
activities, health difficulties), yet you keep
eating the way you do despite these
negative consequences.
• You need more and more of the foods
you crave to experience any pleasure or to
reduce negative emotions.
If you find yourself nodding to these clues,
don’t worry— you’re far from alone. Millions
of people in every corner of the world have
fallen into the food addiction trap.
Lack of Willpower Isn’t the Problem
The important thing to remember is that
food addiction is not your fault. It is not
because you are lazy or lack willpower to
resist sugary, processed foods. It makes me
furious to see patient after patient blame
himself or herself for his or her weight
problems and diabesity.
The real blame for our weight and health
problems lies less with the individuals
who’ve inadvertently become addicted
to processed foods than with the food
companies that designed food products with
highly addictive properties in the first place.
Yes, we all have choices, and personal
empowerment and responsibility play roles
here, but they are not enough if we are
trapped in a food coma induced by the toxic
influences of sugar and processed foods.
No one chooses to be fat. Think about it.
If you grew up not being able to identify a
vegetable because you never ate one, if
your school had only deep-fried food or the
kind that came out of a box or a can and
was stocked with vending machines full of
sweetened sports drinks, juices, or sodas,
or was ringed by convenience stores where
you could buy a 64-ounce Big Gulp on your

way home every day, it’s no surprise that your
habits and taste buds got wired that way.
If nearly every restaurant chain near you serves
jumbo portions of sugar and fat and salt (what
David Kessler, MD, calls “hyper-palatable”
foods), if your workplace lunchroom is a toxic
food dump, good luck staying healthy.
If, unbeknownst to you, your yogurt contains
more sugar than a Coke, and the main
ingredient in your barbecue sauce is highfructose corn syrup, how can the food industry
point the finger at you for not taking personal
responsibility?
Peer pressure to fit in is strong, and Big Food
knows this. Big Food preys on people’s desire
to be eating and drinking the “in” thing and
uses manipulation to get customers hooked.
Remember the Coca-Cola ad, “I’d like to buy
the world a Coke”? Let’s get the whole world
hooked! Now North Korea and Cuba are the
only countries to which Coke is not distributed.
Mission accomplished!
There are specific biological mechanisms that
drive addictive behavior. Nobody chooses to be
a heroin addict, cokehead, or drunk. Nobody
chooses to have a food addiction either.
These behaviors arise from primitive
neurochemical reward centers in the brain that
override normal willpower and, in the case
of food addictions, overwhelm the ordinary
biological signals that control hunger.
Why is it so hard for obese people to lose
weight despite the social stigma, despite the
health consequences such as high blood
pressure, diabetes, heart disease, arthritis, and
even cancer, and despite their intense desire to
lose weight?
It is not because they want to be fat. It is
because in the vast majority of cases, certain
types of food— processed foods made of
sugar, fat, and salt combined in ways kept
secret by the food industry— are addictive. We
are biologically wired to crave these foods and
eat as much of them as possible.
The Science of Addiction
While some of us may be more genetically
predisposed to the addictive properties of food
(or heroin or alcohol), if you examine your
own behavior and your relationship to sugar in
particular, you will likely find that your behavior
around sugar matches up perfectly with why
you can’t control your diabesity.
Based on psychological criteria and new
neurological research, many of us, including
most obese children, are addicted to industrial
food. Let’s review some of the scientific findings
confirming that food can, indeed, be addictive:
• Sugar stimulates the brain’s pleasure or
reward centers through the neurotransmitter
dopamine exactly like other addictive drugs.
• Brain imaging (PET scans) shows that highsugar and high-fat foods work just like heroin,
opium, or morphine in the brain.
• Brain imaging (PET scans) shows that

obese people and drug addicts have lower
numbers of dopamine receptors, making
them more likely to crave things that boost
dopamine. This is, in part, genetically
determined.
• Foods high in fat and sweets stimulate the
release of the body’s own opioids (chemicals
like morphine) in the brain.
• Drugs we use to block the brain’s receptors
for heroin and morphine (naltrexone) also
reduce the consumption and preference for
sweet and high-fat foods in both normalweight and obese binge eaters.
• People (and rats) develop a tolerance to
sugar— they need more and more of the
substance to satisfy themselves; this is true
of drugs such as alcohol or heroin.
• Obese individuals continue to eat large
amounts of unhealthy foods despite severe
social and personal negative consequences,
just like addicts and alcoholics.
• Animals and humans experience
“withdrawal” when suddenly cut off from
sugar, just like addicts detoxifying from
drugs. Just like drugs, after an initial
period of “enjoyment” of the food, the user
consumes it not to get high but to feel
normal.
12 Ways to Curb Cravings and Crush
Food Addiction
I hope you’re beginning to understand the
science of food addiction and why it is not
your fault. Far from succumbing to being an
addict and feeling doomed, you can take
control to regain your health and taste buds
while reversing your diabesity risk with these
12 strategies:
1. Balance your blood sugar. Swings in
blood sugar are the major driver of cravings,
so keep your blood sugar stable. Eliminate
sugar and artificial sweeteners 100 percent
and your cravings will go away.
2. Go cold turkey. Pinpoint specific foods
or drinks like sodas and fruit juices that hold
you addicted.
3. Bring out the good. Combine these
foods at every meal:
• Good protein – fish, organic eggs, small
amounts of lean poultry, nuts, whole soy
foods, and legumes
• Good fats – fish, extra virgin olive oil,
unrefined coconut oil, olives, nuts (other
than peanuts), seeds, and avocado
• Good carbs – beans, vegetables, whole
grains, and fruit at each meal to balance
your blood sugar
4. Don’t drink your calories. Liquid
calories drive up your appetite and your
waist size more than anything else. I’m
talking about soda and fruit juice here but
also milk and so-called healthy flavored
waters. You will pour on the pounds and
feed your addiction!
5. Eat a nutritious protein breakfast.
Studies repeatedly show eating a healthy
protein-containing breakfast helps people
lose weight, reduce cravings, and burn

calories. Good proteins include eggs, nuts,
seeds, nut butters, or a protein shake.
6. Eat small, smart, and frequently. Have
small, frequent, fiber-rich meals throughout
the day. Eat every 3– 4 hours and have
some protein with each snack or meal (lean
animal protein, nuts, seeds, or beans).
7. Avoid eating within 3 hours of bedtime.
It drives up insulin before you sleep, which
makes you store more belly fat. Belly fat
drives cravings and addiction through
inflammatory and hormonal triggers.
8. Manage your stress. Anything stressful
can trigger hormones that activate cravings.
If you have the urge to eat, ask yourself two
questions: “What am I feeling, and what
do I need?” Is there something besides
food that will help you get what you need?
Adopt a daily stress management program
that includes deep-breathing exercises,
meditation, and other relaxation techniques
9. Target food allergies. We often crave the
very foods we are allergic to, including dairy
and gluten. Getting off them is not easy, but
after two to three days without them, you
will have renewed energy and relief from
cravings and symptoms.
10. Get moving. Exercise helps control and
regulate your appetite.
11. Get seven to eight hours of sleep.
Not getting enough sleep drives sugar and
carb cravings by affecting your appetite
hormones.
12. Optimize your nutrient levels:
• Optimize omega-3 fat. Omega-3 fatty acids
are important for controlling insulin function.
• Optimize your vitamin D level. Low
vitamin D can impair appetite control and
increase cravings. Consider taking natural
supplements (vitamin D3, or cholecalciferol)
for cravings control.
• L-glutamine, PGX (a super fiber),
chromium, alpha-lipoic acid, dlphenylalanine, N-acetyl-cysteine, and
other natural dietary supplements can help
reduce cravings. This multivitamin combines
many blood-sugar balancing nutrients,
including chromium and alpha-lipoid acid, in
efficacious doses.
Mark Hyman, MD, is a practicing family
physician, a nine-time #1 New York Times
bestselling author, and an internationally
recognized leader, speaker, educator, and
advocate in his field. He is the director of
the Cleveland Clinic Center for Functional
Medicine and the founder and medical
director of The UltraWellness Center,
chairman of the board of the Institute for
Functional Medicine, and a medical editor of
The Huffington Post. He has been a regular
medical contributor on many television
shows including CBS This Morning, the
Today Show, CNN, The View, the Katie
Couric show and The Dr. Oz Show.
www.drhyman.com

Steve Goodier

HUMOR CAN MAKE A
SERIOUS DIFFERENCE
Thomas Watson, former CEO
and chairman of IBM, was
famous for putting the word
“THINK” on prominent walls
of every IBM building. The
tradition has carried on into
modern times. Not long ago
in a restroom at IBM’s Watson
Center, a supervisor placed a
“THINK” sign directly above the
sink.
The next day, when he entered
the restroom, he glanced at
the sign. Just below it and
immediately above the soap
dispenser, someone had
carefully lettered another sign
that which read: “THOAP!”
How often do you laugh at
work? Actually, humor can
make a serious difference. In
the workplace, at home, in all
areas of life – looking for a
reason to laugh is necessary.
A sense of humor helps us to
get through the dull times, cope
with the difficult times, enjoy
the good times and manage the
scary times.
Case in point: six-year-old
Hannah. Hannah encountered
one of the most frightening
times of her life when she
discovered she had cancer. Six
years old and she might not
live. And if she were to give life
a shot, Hannah would have to
endure painful, almost endless
medical treatments. At one
point she lost all her hair due to
chemicals pumped into her tiny
body. On days when she felt
strong enough to get out, she
often covered her head.

One day while shopping with
her mother, Hannah donned a
ball cap with a fake pony tail
sewn into the back. Unless one
looked closely, she looked as
if she had a full head of hair.
Before long Hannah noticed a
small boy staring at her as if he
were trying to figure out what
was slightly off about the girl.
She tried to ignore him, but he
followed her around the store.
Finally, she ripped off her cap
revealing her shiny, hairless
head. In a stern voice she
warned, “This is what happens
when you don’t eat your
vegetables!”
I don’t know what became of
the boy, but I suspect he is now
a committed vegetarian. As for
Hannah, her sense of humor
helped get her through one of
life’s scariest times.
Like entertainer Bob Hope
once said, “I’ve seen what
a good laugh can do. It can
transform tears into hope.” And
sometimes, a little more hope is
all we need.
Steve Goodier holds a B.A.
and M.Div., and is an ordained
minister and author of several
books. He writes a blog,
publishes a weekly newsletter,
writes a syndicated newspaper
column, and is featured
regularly on numerous sites.
He teaches, speaks and writes
about personal development,
motivation, inspiration and
making needed life changes.
www.lifesupportsystem.com
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Carmen Harra, PhD, and Alexandra Harra

5 WAYS TO DETOXIFY FROM A
DYSFUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIP
Relationships that start out with the best of
intentions and loving feelings can quickly
turn toxic. It’s difficult to change a dynamic
when strong emotions are already involved,
and even more difficult to escape from
a toxic relationship when emotions have
become warped. A toxic person may become
obsessed and irrational, or even turn
dangerous. They may no longer see a love
situation logically.
Recognizing the signs that someone is
emotionally toxic is not always easy. Often, we
meet people when they’re in a good state of
being and then, after we’ve grown attached to
them, they show their true colors. We all put
on our “best face” in the beginning, but time
peels away that protective mask to reveal our
insecurities and faults. Sometimes, it’s stress
that brings out the worst in a person. Out of
loyalty, we want to make the relationship work,
remembering that person’s potential for being
good. The desire to hang in there through bad
times is noble, but we can become badly hurt
if we don’t tread carefully.
Remember, the goal in relationships
is to foster healthy, nurturing, uplifting
human connections, and avoid poisonous
relationships that drain you of joy and energy.
When a relationship turns sour, pay close
attention. If you listen to your instincts, you
will know when to cut off someone whose
obsession has become unhealthy. To find
the strength and courage to go through with
it, recognize your self-worth. Recognize,
too, that you are doing the other person no
favors by allowing the creation of bad karma
between you. Let that person go their way
and work on personal issues without you
being enmeshed with him or her. And if it’s
you who is becoming too needy, clingy, or
dependent on someone, you need to revisit
what’s within and find security in a relationship
with yourself, your healthy ambitions and
aspirations, and spirit.
The most unfortunate aspect of any toxic
relationship is that is diminishes your ability
to trust others. You can lose faith in other
people and yourself, and start to withdraw
from people before you establish emotional
intimacy.
Trust is a very delicate and hard virtue to
recover once it’s lost. If you leave your trust
broken in pieces, all your future relationships
will suffer. If you think you can bypass having
trust in others and that this isn’t a crucial
element of a relationship, please listen: a
stable sense of trust must be developed or
you will drive people away - except those
drawn to work through their own trust issues,

and those are not the kinds of people you
want to attract. Those people often lie and
cheat, which means that no matter how
vigilant you are, they are able to betray
your trust. Therefore, you must resolve the
issues of trust within you before they can be
resolved outside of you.
There are effective ways to detach from
someone, and the process doesn’t have
to hurt. Breaking free of an obsessive,
dysfunctional relationship takes time and
effort on your part. The following five steps to
detoxify from a dysfunctional relationship are
excerpted from my new book, The Karma
Queens’ Guide to Relationships:

Step One: Start your day with
empowerment.

Say a quick prayer of empowerment each
morning. Ask the Divine to make this a
stress-free day and believe that it will be.
Affirm to yourself as soon as you wake up
that your happiness is not dependent on this
person. Recite quotes that strengthen your
independence and commitment to taking
care of yourself and your needs. Instead of
reverting your thoughts to this person, divert
your attention by performing an activity
centered around you and your own needs:
go to the salon, get a massage, etc. Perform
any empowering activity that will refocus
your attention on you

Step Two: Replace your obsession.

Exchange your obsession for a much more
positive activity. Every time you find yourself
thinking of the person, force yourself to
have more productive, positive thoughts.
Contemplate a project, think about an
upcoming event that excites you, or evaluate
the outcome of a different concern. Tell
yourself that you have bigger things to worry
about than that petty person. The more you
force yourself to think about something else,
the more you train your brain to function on
other elements of life.

Step Three: Turn to others.

This is not a time to isolate yourself. Rely
on the support and compassion of friends
and family, especially those who have
experienced similar situations. It becomes
easier to wean yourself off of a person when
you open yourself up to others and allow
their energies into your life. If you’re in a
toxic relationship, simply sitting down to talk
to an uplifting person comes as a breath of
fresh air.

Step Four: Practice self-care.

This is the time to take care of yourself.
Invest in yourself and your needs. You are

your own main priority. There’s nothing wrong
with a bit of self-pampering; exercise regularly,
take care of your health, splurge on one item,
reinvent your look--anything to make yourself
feel happy and confident in your attractiveness
and worth! In this way, you learn to appreciate
yourself enough to rise above the dominant
influence of a single person.

Step Five: Get into a new routine.

In the beginning phases, you’ll need to distract
yourself, even force yourself to look the other
way when all you want to see is this person.
This is admittedly the hardest part, but once
you do develop new habits the process
becomes much easier. By performing new
activities that are unrelated to the person in
question, you rewire the neurons in your brain
to form new patterns of thought. Daily activities
help with this. Take up a new hobby, join a
club--anything positive to fill your schedule and
keep busy. Don’t give yourself time to obsess.
Then, make these new activities part of a new,
everyday routine. Rebuild your life around other
priorities.
Dysfunctional relationships can greatly damage
our well-being. But detaching from a turbulent
relationship restores inner peace and emotional
balance. Practice these five steps to cleanse
your spirit and regain trust in the power of
positive relationships.
Carmen Harra is an internationally acclaimed
intuitive psychologist, author, relationship
expert, spiritual teacher, and karmic counselor.
Carmen has appeared on TV programs like
Good Morning America, The View, Good
Day New York, and many more. She’s been
featured in numerous publications such as New
York Times, New York Post, New York Daily
News, among others. She is the author of the
international best-seller, Everyday Karma, and
her seventh book, The Karma Queens’ Guide
to Relationships. Carmen hosts her own radio
show on 77 WABC titled Miracle Guidance for
Everyday Life.
Alexandra Harra is a professional writer,
certified life coach, cover model, Huffington
Post contributor, and author of the book The
Karma Queens’ Guide to Relationships.
Alexandra holds degrees in Creative Writing
and Classics and is trilingual, speaking English,
Romanian, and Spanish fluently. She has
appeared on a multitude of TV shows and
in publications in Europe. Alexandra is also
working on a reality-based show alongside
her mother and business partner, Dr. Carmen
Harra.
www.carmenharra.com
www.AlexandraHarra.com

3 Cool Recipes For Summer
By Dr. Mao Shing Ni

The soaring temperatures are a sure
indicator that summer is in full swing!
Running for cover in your air-conditioned
home will surely cool you off, but it
won’t protect you from dehydration.
The summer heat can easily strip us of
much needed water through excessive
perspiration. For overall health, drink
plenty of fluid to replace any that is lost
from sweating. Try these simple tips and
recipes to quench your thirst and stay
cool as a cucumber all summer long!
Hello to H2O!
The easiest and best way to replenish
any lost fluid is to drink good old plain
water! Nothing will refresh you and
hydrate more than a glass or two. If
water sounds boring, try adding some
fresh mint, a splash of unsweetened
juice, some citrus slices, or even
a cucumber slice to your pitcher.
Remember to carry a canteen with you
at all times and take a few sips every
half hour. You might think that the AC is
enough to cool you off, but remember
that it doesn’t supply you with fluid that
you lost while waiting for the bus! Sip on
some H2O and save yourself from the
unpleasant effects of dehydration, like
dizziness and nausea.
Power Up with Electrolytes
When you sweat, you not only lose
water but also necessary electrolytes
like potassium and sodium—especially
when working out! What’s so important
about electrolytes? Electrolytes maintain
fluid homeostasis, muscle coordination,
and heart function. But don’t be so quick
to reach for that sugary beverage that,
while it may contain electrolytes, also
supplies you with toxic preservatives and
additives like food colorings and highfructose corn syrup. A natural alternative
you might try is coconut water, which
contains sodium and potassium.

Recipe: Yummy Citrus Electrolyte
Replacement
Try this simple homemade recipe and
sip it throughout the day.
• 1 cup warm water
• 2 tablespoons honey
• 1/4 tsp salt
• Fresh juice of 1 orange
Combine all ingredients and add
another liter of water for a refreshing
pick-me-up!
Can the Caffeine
Although an iced coffee drink may
provide you with some cooling effect,
remember that caffeine is a diuretic.
This means that your body will lose
water and you may put yourself at
an even greater risk for dehydration!
Frozen coffee beverages not only
contain tons of sugar, but that
supersize portion will leave your
insides parched. If you must indulge,
choose the smallest size and forget
the whipped cream, caramel, and
fudge sauces, unless you want to
expand your waistline. Make sure
to drink at least 10 ounces of water
for every caffeinated beverage you
consume—and, yes, that includes
caffeinated tea as well.
Recipe: Chamomile Cooler
Try this easy iced herbal, caffeine-free
tea recipe that will keep you refreshed
all summer long!
• Chamomile tea
• Fresh mint
• Fresh orange slices
• Stevia (optional)
Using tea bags or chamomile
leaves, make hot tea and put it in the
refrigerator to cool. Once it’s chilled,
add the mint, orange slices, and a
drizzle of honey or stevia for some
added sweetness. If you like, pour

some of the mixture into an ice cube
tray and freeze it, then drop the cubes
into the chilled tea and enjoy!
You Lose with Booze!
A surefire way to get dehydrated is
to drink alcohol. A cold beer might
sound like the perfect thirst quencher,
but the added calories and beer belly
may not be what you bargained for
this summer! Like caffeine, alcohol is
a diuretic that will ultimately dehydrate
you, so don’t be swayed by that
strawberry colada or margarita. Opt
for a cold homemade berry smoothie
instead, like the one below.
Recipe: Sweet Thirst Quencher
• 1 cup mixed frozen berries
• 1/2 cup cold coconut water
• Small handful of fresh mint
Blend all the delicious ingredients and
enjoy.
May you Live Long, Live Strong, and
Live Happy!
Dr. Mao Shing Ni, best known as Dr.
Mao is a bestselling author, doctor of
Oriental Medicine and board certified
anti-aging expert. He has recently
appeared on The Ricki Lake Show,
Dr. Oz, and contributes to Yahoo
Health and The Huffington Post. Dr.
Mao practices acupuncture, nutrition,
and Chinese medicine with his
associates at the Tao of Wellness
in Santa Monica, Newport Beach
and Pasadena, CA. Dr. Mao and his
brother, Dr. Daoshing Ni, founded the
Tao of Wellness more than 25 years
ago in addition to founding Yo San
University in Marina del Rey.
www.taoofwellness.com

Everyday
Spirituality:
Do You Know How
To Be Here Now?
Barbara De Angelis, PhD
If you’ve been on a path of selfexploration and personal growth,
you’ve probably heard the popular
spiritual saying “Be Here Now” which
was introduced by the great Westernborn yogi Ram Dass in 1971. Recently
someone sent me an e-mail containing
this humorous take-off on the phrase: “Be
here now. Be someplace else later. Is that
so complicated?”
Of course, the answer is: “No, it isn’t
actually complicated, but it’s also not so
easy.”
In spite of the desire many of us share
to live a mindful, conscious life and to
experience our own personal version of
everyday “nirvana” (the sanskrit term for
perfect peace and happiness), the truth is
that more often than not, fully inhabiting
the present moment without being
haunted by the past or worrying about the
future isn’t a simple task.
The first problem is the “now” portion
of “be here now”. Simply put, most
of us aren’t so good at now. We live
during a time and in a culture where
we’re conditioned to want to do more,
have more, and be more. We set goals
for our relationships, our careers, our
bodies, and our consciousness, intent on
improving ourselves so that the efforts
we make today will create more success
and fulfillment for us tomorrow. Even the
concept of wanting to be “better” can
make us feel that somehow, we aren’t
enough right now, and have to wait until
an unnamed future time when we will
finally be truly OK.
Nothing’s wrong with setting goals, but
when we spend our lives focused on
preparing for the future, we can easily slip
into the habit of postponing happiness,
and forget how to fully enjoy the present.
We become experts at preparing to live,
but often have a difficult time fully enjoying
the process of being alive right now, and
being present with whatever is happening.

Are you fully here, in this moment,
reading this sentence? Are you kind
of reading but also anxious about
something, or thinking about what you
should eat for dinner, or wondering
whether or not you should confront
your partner about a conversation that
upset you, or reading and texting at the
same time?
Most of us aren’t very good at giving
all of our attention to whatever activity
we’re involved in. We’re partially here,
but also somewhere else. It’s no
wonder, then, that experiencing joy and
fulfillment in the “now” is difficult when
we spend so much time NOT being
here now!
Even when we do succeed at bringing
our attention fully into the present
moment, we often miss simple joys,
ordinary miracles, and everyday
delights because we make the mistake
of looking for something flashy that
qualifies as a true spiritual experience.
This is one of the most common ways
I see people sabotage their happiness
and peace of mind - believing that
legitimate spiritual attainment must
include continual experiences of
outrageousness.
The result is we can get so distracted
by our search for the extraordinary that
we don’t even recognize the sacred
when we encounter it!
I‘ve had extraordinary peak
experiences in my life. But if I had
to pinpoint the occasions on which I
felt my truest peace and my deepest
contentment, they would not be those
one-of-a-kind high occurrences.
Instead, they would be simple moments
of sweetness and delight, quiet
moments of subtle miracles: Standing
together with the person I love silently
watching a sunset; lying in bed with
my little dogs devotedly pressed up
against me so I can feel the rhythm
of their breathing; listening to nature’s
spectacular music of wind, or rain,
or birds; the invigorating smell of the
ocean; the sweet taste of the first fruits
of summer; the feel of the warm sun on
my skin.
This realization of what it actually
means to “be here now” can be a lifechanging soul shift for you. Everyday
spirituality is not an escape from your
usual life in search of some special,
divine experience, but a surrender into
the fullness of every experience. It
isn’t about only focusing on practices
that lead you away from your human
existence to the spiritual, but rather
learning how to lead yourself back into

the ordinary and everyday, and find the
exalted in it.
Each day that you are alive, you are
being showered by an abundance
of extraordinary gifts and priceless
blessings. Anytime you forget this, talk
to someone who has just a few days left
to live. He or she will tell you that each
day you are here is reason enough for
rejoicing.
I’ve spent my life being a seeker, and
teaching and guiding other seekers. But
what, after all, are we seeking? What
is your true destination on your human
journey? It is nowhere but here, and no
time but now. It is in this moment alone
that you can find yourself and experience
peace and delight. Why? because there’s
never anything else but this moment, and
then another this moment.
The Sanskrit meaning of the word
“Buddha” is “awakened.” The Buddha was
enlightened because he was fully awake.
This is a new understanding of what it
means to be wise — not to know, but
simply to be aware; not to be certain, but
to simply be awake right here, right now,
with whatever is taking place.
Here’s the great news: To experience
everyday Nirvana, everyday bliss, and
everyday spirituality, you don’t have to
be living a perfect life. You don’t have
to be someone with no faults or issues.
All you need to do is to pay attention
to the abundance of everyday miracles
all around you. They are everywhere,
reminding you that you already have
everything you need to feel blessed.
Barbara DeAngelis, PhD, is one of the
most rewnoned and influential teachers
of our time in the field of personal and
spiritual transformation, and the author
of 15 bestselling books including four
#1 New York Times bestsellers. As a
renowned speaker and TV personality,
she’s helped tens of millions of people live
more conscious and fulfilling lives. She
has starred in her own television shows
on CNN, CBS, PBS, was the creator of
an award-winning infomercial, and has
been a frequent guest on OPRAH, The
Today Show, and Good Morning America.
Dr. De Angelis teaches seminars and
on-line courses helping people transform
themselves from the inside out. Her
most recent book is: SOUL SHIFTS.
Transformative Wisdom for Creating a
Life of Authentic Awakening, Emotional
Freedom and Practical Spirituality.
© 2015 Barbara De Angelis Enterprises
Inc.
www.barbaradeangelis.com

IS YOUR SPINE
BENT OUT OF
SHAPE
By Joan Pagano

As you sit reading this, what is the
shape of your spine? Are you hunched
over your computer, leaning on your
desk or slumped back in a chair? Daily
postures can sabotage proper spinal
alignment, but a few easy exercises
help reinforce the natural curves of
the spine, improving both your normal
posture and your form in weight
training exercises.

spine as you lift the top of your head
to the ceiling.

The natural curves of the spine
• serve to counteract the constant force
of gravity on the body.
• ensure that the joints work efficiently.
• enhance body mechanics in all
positions – standing, sitting, on all
fours, moving.

4. As you exhale, hold the height and
stay tall.

In neutral alignment the curves create
a functional balance:
• two slight inward curves of the neck
and low back
• two slight outward curves of the midback and sacrum
When any of these curves becomes
exaggerated it can cause strain in the
joints, ultimately leading to headaches,
neck and shoulder problems, sciatica,
and hip and knee pain. When
overloaded with weights, this can
cause worse problems.
Get in the habit of doing these four
simple exercises to improve your
spinal alignment. You can even do
them sitting at your desk. Repeat each
move 5-10 times daily.
Lengthen the spine: To restore and
maintain the normal curves of the
spine, try this “growing exercise.”
1. Take a deep breath, filling the belly
with air, and gradually lengthen the

2. Think of elongating through the
torso, stretching the space between
the ribs and the hips, decompressing
the spine.
3. Fluff up the chest by drawing the
air up into the chest cavity.

Realign the head: It is common to
develop a forward head position from
our daily activities. The “neck press”
strengthens the muscles of the neck
and upper back and realigns the
head over the shoulders.
1. Put two fingers on your chin.
Inhale, then as you exhale use your
fingers as a cue to retract your chin,
i.e. move it straight back, pressing
the curve out of the back of your
neck.
2. Keep your chin level being careful
not to push it down.
3. Release and repeat.
Anchor the shoulder blades:
When you’re in the habit of
slouching, your shoulder blades
slide forward and apart exaggerating
the curve of the mid-back. “W’s”
activate the muscles that stabilize
your shoulder blades, an extremely
important technique to use when
doing upper body weight training.
1. Hold your arms out to the sides,
palms forward, with the elbows bent
and in line with the shoulders.

2. To form a “W”, inhale, then squeeze
the shoulder blades down and together
as you let your breath out slowly.
3. Hold for 2-3 seconds and repeat.
Align the pelvis: The position of the
pelvis determines the degree of curve
in the lumbar spine. Neutral spine
alignment is midway between a full arch
and a flat back position.
1. Explore your personal range of motion
by tilting your pelvis forward and back.
2. Return to a neutral position, allowing
the slight curve in the low back area
- just enough to slip your hand in if
you are lying on your back or standing
straight with your back against the wall.
3. Tighten your abdominals to hold this
position
Video: Two Easy Exercises to Align the
Spine
http://www.joanpaganofitness.com/dailyvideo-tool-kit.html
Joan Pagano is the author of bestselling fitness books, including Strength
Training Exercises for Women, an
informational speaker on health and
fitness topics and the owner of Joan
Pagano Fitness in New York City.
Former trainer to Jacqueline Onassis
and Caroline Kennedy, Joan has
specialized in strength training for
women since 1988. She is an authority
on the benefits of exercise for women’s
health issues such as menopause,
osteoporosis and breast cancer, as
well as strength training through the
decades.
© Copyright – Joan L. Pagano. All
Rights Reserved Worldwide.
www.joanpaganofitness.com
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REMEMBER
YOUR ETERNAL
RIGHT TO BE
FREE
By Guy Finley
The main reason we suffer or feel
bad about ourselves or our current
circumstances isn’t because
conditions in our lives have the
power to punish us—because
they don’t. We suffer only from
spiritual amnesia. We’ve forgotten
that God, the Divine by whatever
name you choose, is Good:
not sometimes, not for just the
“deserving,” but for all … and in all
ways.
Let’s restate this last idea to see
its rescuing wisdom from another
angle: whenever we find ourselves
identified with some dark stream
of thoughts and feelings, as
opposed to being quietly aware of
their downward-trending presence,
we fall—in that same moment—
into a world filled with unwanted
negative states.
The reason so much of what’s
going on within and around us
seems “bad” is because that’s all
we can see. Just as beauty is in
the eye of the beholder, so it is
true when it comes to all our inner
states, including fear, depression,
and bitterness. In such moments,
having become bound up in
thoughts and feelings we don’t
want, and then seeing a world that
confirms our sense of captivity, we
literally forget that none of what
we’re going through is necessary.

The only reason that we’re
standing in that storm of
negative states is because
we’ve fallen asleep! We’ve
forgotten who we really are,
including our divine right to
call upon a power that instantly
transports us out of harm’s way.
Anytime we can remember to
do so, we are free to wake up
and return to our true home—
within us—beyond the reach
of fear, doubt, or any other
dark state.
If our wish is to walk freely
through this world without fear
of sudden storms—to know that
we have an interior home whose
light cannot be breached by any
darkness—then our task is clear.
First, we must see how this
spiritual amnesia blinds us and
then binds us in a prison of false
perceptions induced by having
fallen spiritually asleep. To this
end, use the following insight as
the wake-up call to action that it
is intended to be: The freedom
you have to let go and outgrow
who you have been is not
something created; it is
and always will be yours,
which means it cannot be
destroyed any more than the
onset of night destroys the light
of the sun.

Nothing in the universe can
take from you your right to be
spiritually free; it is a divine gift,
which means that anytime you
find yourself struggling to escape
the grip of a negative state, it’s
only because you’re in a dream
from which you have yet to
awaken.
There’s only one real prescription
that has the power to end your
pain: you must shake yourself
awake from the forgetfulness that
has caused you to forget your
immortal Self.
Key Lesson- Remembering the
truth of yourself is one and the
same as remembering your right
to be free.
Guy Finley is the best-selling
author of more than 40 books and
audio albums on self-realization.
He is the founder and director
of Life of Learning Foundation,
a nonprofit center for self-study
located in southern Oregon where
he gives talks open to the public
four times each week. Excerpted
from The Secret of Your Immortal
Self, by Guy Finley, Llewellyn
Worldwide, 2015.
www.guyfinley.com
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STOCK MARKET UPS AND DOWNS
Are you concerned when you see all the
ups and downs of the stock market? Do you
wonder how often you should look at your
portfolio, and when you should take action if
things are going downhill?

risk you will experience. Think of it like
planning a trip to a new destination with
variable weather conditions. You would
want to pack a variety of clothing so as to
be prepared for any type of weather.

This is the proverbial $64,000 question. The
answer depends on a number of issues.
Let’s start with some basics. Volatility is the
up/down movement in financial markets and
is a fact of life. Risk is the possibility of a
loss. A loss is the undesirable outcome of a
risk. Remember that gains are the desirable
outcome of a risk. With any asset, a loss
or gain only occurs when the asset is sold.
Until an asset is sold, it only increases or
decreases in value.

With investments this may mean owning
a variety of assets such as stocks, bonds,
commodities, real estate, and cash.
Within each type you should further
diversify. For example in stocks you
would want to own companies in different
industries and of different sizes (large
and small). In bonds, you might consider
some government and some corporate
bonds. In commodities there are
metals (gold, silver), energy (oil & gas),
agriculture (corn, beef) to name a few.

If you are managing your own investments
then you need to create a threshold after
which you feel like saying “uncle”. In order
to establish an appropriate threshold you
need to consider your risk tolerance, which
is your ability and willingness to take risk.
Ability factors include your age, income
and spending, and overall financial wealth.
Willingness is your individual preference,
and how averse you are, to volatility and
potential loss. Some people have the ability
to take risk but are unwilling to do so, while
others are willing to take risk but really don’t
have the ability to do so.
Your risk tolerance should then guide your
asset allocation (the types of assets you
select). Generally, the more diversified your
portfolio, the lower the overall volatility and

You also need to be mindful of your time
horizon. How long is it to the goal you
are trying to achieve? Historically, the
stock market has seen more positive
returns than negative returns (past
performance does not guarantee future
results). From 1926 to 2014 the S&P
500 Index had flat or negative returns in
25 years but had positive returns in 64
years or approximately 72% of the time.
(source: Morningstar) The longer the time
you have the better you can ride out the
ups/downs in financial markets.
So how often should you check your
investments and when should you take
action? In my opinion, you should
check no more than a couple of times a

month until you start approaching your
“uncle” point. The nearer you get to your
threshold the more often you should
check.
You should also consider working with
a CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™
professional, who can help you establish
your risk tolerance and an appropriate
asset allocation. He or she can also help
you decide when and how to take action
on your investments.
Jim McCarthy, CFP®, ChFC®, is a
certified financial planner and founder of
Directional Wealth Management, LLC.
Directional Wealth Management, LLC,
and Wall Street Financial Group, Inc., are
separate entities. They are independently
owned and operated. Only securities and
advisory services offered through Wall
Street Financial Group, Inc. Registered
Investment Advisor. Member FINRA/
SIPC. Information herein is taken from
sources deemed reliable and WSFG is
not responsible for any errors that might
occur. All opinions expressed are those
of the author and not necessarily those
of WSFG. Health and other non-variable
insurance products are not offered
through WSFG.
www.mywealthdirection.com
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To Be Successful...

You MUST BE The “C” Word
I know! You have to be
pretentious, pushy, full of
yourself and ferocious! We
wouldn’t want to be THAT, and
not recommended! So we make
it smaller. Let’s be professional,
sophisticated, well-spoken and for
God’s sake, politically correct!
Absolutely nothing WRONG with
those attributes! So what’s not
RIGHT about them? No one really
cares! Pure vanilla! No one lies
awake at night fantasizing about
being professional, sophisticated,
well-spoken and politically
correct! Movies are made about
the super-hero, the woman who
can kick men’s asses, guns
blazing in honor of good verses
evil and the infamous motorcycle
chase leaving the bad guys in
the dust! That’s what gets the
juices flowing! That’s what gets
attention! What will ass kicking
and wearing a jet pack do to
advance you into the stars of your
business or career?
Personally, I think all it would take
is the jet pack because it’s just
plain cool, but let’s get our feet
back on the ground here! What
it’s ALL about is the “C” word!
CONFIDENT! Everyone dreams
of it! If only I could have the guts
to do that! To say that! To show
up and BE that! Why do we fade?
Why does mediocrity take over
and leave us buying movie tickets
to live vicariously through the
screen of fantasy?
Well, you could get hurt! You
don’t know how to steer the jet
pack. You don’t have martial arts

mastery. You don’t know if you
look as good in leather pants as
Cat Woman does! Well...nobody
really cares about that either!
Because it’s not REAL! Just like
YOU not being able to accomplish
what you truly want and desire is
real! The jet pack and the leather
pants have nothing to do with the
hero’s ability. The only reason
the hero is the hero is because
they were confident enough
to put them on! What happens
when they put them on? SUPER
POWERS! The super powers lie
in the confidence that backs up
the ACTION!
So here’s the plan! ONE act of
confidence per day will spark
two... then three… then four.
You get the point! You must
practice! You must create a new
experience around it for your subconscious to accept it as REAL
and be able to own it! It’s a leap of
faith, I will not lie!
Let’s assess the risk of never
putting the jet pack on, wondering
what it would feel like to overcome
road blocks and self-imposed
boundaries. Living a life that
doesn’t show the power of your
potential, human spirit and the
difference you were put here
to make! What EVERYONE
craves, is YOU being confident
enough to step up, take action
and prove that we are powerful!
Leave negativity in the dust.
Leave mediocrity in waiting for
the authorities to drag away!
Leave politically correct...I don’t
know...in its boring place in the
dictionary! CONFIDENCE is the

most un-boring, sought after, evil
eliminating attribute you could
ever have! It’s faith on fire!
Mediocrity confuses people. It
puts you in a sea of others! It can
feel like you’re drowning! Decide
whether feelings of drowning are
scarier than feelings of flight! It
shows up in feelings of battling
competition and revenue growth!
It shows up in great ideas that you
just don’t get off the ground!
If you stood in a line of people
to be chosen, and you were the
only one wearing a jet pack...
who do you think they’d choose?
Who do you think they’d be so
attracted to and curious to know
and do business with? To have
a connection with? Listen to? To
have a relationship with? Offer a
promotion to?
It goes for EVERYTHING! If you
choose to be anything in this
world, choose to be confident
enough to speak, act and achieve
your full on power to reach your
goals and make a difference! GET
REAL! It’s just a pair of pants! Try
them on! You can always go back
to your closet and wear the black
dress pants with the blazer that
says “Don’t be afraid, everyone’s
wearing it!” Now go put those
leather pants on and kick some
a*#!
Renee Gambino is a speaker,
author and income breakthrough
strategist.
www.ReneeGambino.com
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Generic
Prescriptions:

Getting The Most Out Of
Your Pharmacy Coverage
By Ed Gaelick
Have you ever had a conversation
with your doctor about your
medication options or do you just
accept the medication prescribed?
Each health insurance carrier has
its own prescription drug list (PDL)
which may also be called a formulary.
This is a list of commonly prescribed
medications. Each is placed in cost
levels, known as tiers, described
below. When choosing a medication,
you and your doctor should refer to
the PDL to determine the most cost
effective choice. The list does change
periodically and the carrier websites
will have the most current information.
In addition to the tier, a PDL may also
have precertification or step therapy
requirements for a particular drug.
Quantity limits may apply to certain
drugs as well.
It is important to know that not
all medications are covered. A
medication may be excluded if it
works the same as another already
covered drug or even an over-thecounter medication.
Generally speaking, an insurance
carrier will classify medications in one
of four tiers.

Tier 1 – Lowest cost (mostly
generic)
Tier 2 – Mid-range cost (mix of
brand and generic)
Tier 3 – Highest cost (mostly brand)
Tier 4 – Specialty drugs that may
require special handling, storage
and/or administration.These
prescriptions may need to be filled
at designated pharmacies to be
covered.
Generic drugs contain the same
active ingredients, strength, dosage,
risk, safety and pharmacological
effects as their brand name
counterparts. So then why are
they so much cheaper? When a
drug company brings a new drug
to market, they have invested a
substantial amount of money on
research and development, getting
FDA approval, manufacturing,
marketing and distribution. As such,
they are granted a patent that gives
them exclusive rights to sell the
drug for a certain period of time.
Once the patent expires, generic
drug manufacturers can roll out their
versions without having to recapture
the capital outlay unlike the brand
name company; therefore, can
offer the medication at a lower cost.
Competition from other generic
companies drives the cost down
even further.
Still not convinced about quality and
effectiveness? The FDA requires
that generic drugs be as safe and
effective as brand name. They
apply the same standards for all
manufacturing facilities. A generic
drug can have different inactive
ingredients from its brand name

competitor which is why consulting
with your doctor is important.
Another requirement your carrier
may impose is called “Dispense as
Written”. This means that if your
doctor does not write this specifically
on your prescription, a lower cost
alternative may be substituted by the
pharmacist. If this happens and you
choose to go with the more expensive
drug anyway, you may be responsible
for the difference in cost.
If you are taking a medication on a
regular basis, mail order services can
save you time and money. Home
delivery programs allow you to obtain
multiple refills usually at a reduced
cost such as two copayments for a
three month supply.
Prescription costs continue to be
a concern for health insurance
carriers and patients alike. Being
knowledgeable about your benefits
as well as having regular discussions
with your doctor will help ensure that
you are making up to date informed
cost effective decisions.
In 1985, Ed Gaelick established
PSI Consultants, LLC where he
specializes in company sponsored
employee benefits, business planning
and personal insurance. Throughout
his career, Ed has received many
of the highest professional honors
awarded in the insurance industry.
His dedication, integrity and fortitude
have earned him great respect from
his clients, staff and peers.
www.psi-consultants.com

Ed and Deb Shapiro

What’s The Big Fuss
About Mindfulness?
Arianna Huffington does it,
Anderson Cooper does it,
Madonna does it, Congressman
Tim Ryan does it, it’s taught
in hospitals, schools, and to
servicemen suffering from PTSD.
But how could just sitting there
watching your breath possibly
have any real effect? Especially
when it can appear to be boring
or your thoughts just go round
and round in your head? So what
does it do? What does a mindful
life look like? How is it different
to an unmindful life? Does it
improve our health, do we live
longer, have happier children, or
better jobs?
The answer is all of the
above and none at the same
time. Because mindfulness
doesn’t necessarily change
circumstances, rather it
changes the way we perceive
circumstances. So a mindful
life might appear the same on
the outside, while on the inside
there is greater clarity and
expansiveness. That difference
may or may not translate into
external changes.
For instance, someone may
have a terminal illness so that

no matter how much meditation
or awareness they practice,
the body may still have the
illness. The difference lies in
their attitude toward the illness.
A lack of awareness can mean
the patient is angry, resentful,
or self-centered, while a mindful
attitude enables us to make
friends with the illness, and to
see the humor in the situation.
This change in attitude makes
being ill far more bearable; it
enables us to be alive and well
no matter what is going on.
That’s a big difference.
The same applies to everything
that’s happening in our lives.
The more we apply mindful
awareness the more we develop
a deep acceptance of what
is. We get to witness what is
happening without becoming or
identifying with the story, or with
the details of the story. Where
a lack of awareness can lead to
us believing we are what we call
ourselves (divorcee, alcoholic,
cancer victim, Jewish, Christian,
etc), mindfulness enables us to
know we are much more than
the label. It is paying attention to
everything, being present with
what is.

Deb’s Zen teacher once said to
her, “First you do this and then
you do that.” Which means less
stress, less panic, more inner
quiet. We do one thing and then
do the next thing (apologies
to multi-taskers!) while being
focused and aware.
So what do our lives look like
when we practice mindful
awareness? Maybe exactly the
same as they did before, and
maybe completely altered. The
crucial difference is that we
have changed. We are freer,
less attached to appearance or
form, and more deeply at peace
with ourselves. That’s huge.
Award-Winning Authors Ed and
Deb of Be the Change, How
Meditation Can Transform You
and the World, are mindfulness,
meditation and yoga experts.
Deb’s new novel is: Merging:
Women in Love -- what
happens when you fall in love
with the least likely person of
the least likely gender?, and
she’s the author of Your Body
Speaks Your Mind, now in 19
languages.
www.EdandDebShapiro.com
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FERN WEIS

THE BRICK WALL: 6 STEPS
TO TEACH YOUR TEEN HOW
TO OVERCOME OBSTACLES
“Experience is what you get when
you didn’t get what you wanted.
It’s a phrase worth considering
at every brick wall we encounter,
and at every disappointment. It’s
a reminder that failure is not just
acceptable, it’s often essential.” 		
~ Randy Pausch, The Last Lecture
Many of you have heard the
statement that parents are a
child’s most important teacher.
What do you want your children
to know about life and growing
into adulthood? What will inspire
them to work towards finding their
passion and fulfilling their potential?
What skills and attitudes do they
need when obstacles appear?
Of course they will look up to you
for your accomplishments. They
will also be inspired by your attitude
and how you react when things
are not going according to plan.
The shortest distance between
two points may be a straight line,
but we know that in life, going
from where you are to where you
want to be often involves detours,
delays and sometimes a change
in destination. In other words, the
unexpected brick walls.
Sometimes the wall may be
relatively insignificant in the
scheme of things. Other times it
may be life-altering. Sometimes
the wall is an attitude or emotional
disposition. Remember that it is
how you handle the small things
that lays the groundwork for the
bigger challenges.

So how do you handle the wall?
Are you standing in front of it,
frustrated, angry, and immobilized?
Are you going around it, or over it,
or tearing it down with adaptability,
creativity and the attitude of a
learner? Kids are always watching
to see what we will do. Here are
some tips for getting to the other
side of the wall.
- Assess the situation. What is the
challenge before you? Is it really
insurmountable?
- Brainstorm your options. Write
down all possibilities, from the
sublime to the ridiculous. (This
process can lead to some creative
solutions!) Eliminate what obviously
won’t work.
- Evaluate the finalists for the most
realistic, achievable steps.
- Take action. Put your full effort
into this new action plan.
- If necessary, rethink your goal.
Is it critical to achieve exactly what
you set out to do? Is compromise
possible? What is the worst thing
that will happen if you do, and is it
really the worst thing?
- And finally, reflect. How did you
feel when you hit the wall? How
did you feel after you developed
and implemented a new strategy?
What did you learn about the
process? About yourself? What are
you teaching your children about
navigating through life?

It is said that we learn the most
from our challenges. They test
us and strengthen us. We gain
experience, knowledge and
wisdom. Give your children the gift
of allowing them to experience life.
Questions for reflection:
1. Think of a time when something
didn’t go the way you planned.
What strategies did you use to
fix or change the situation? What
personal strengths helped you
through it?
2. What do your children know
about the things you struggled
with growing up? How do you think
sharing this might inspire them?
3. How do you respond to your
children when they “mess up?”
Do you criticize, try to fix it, or
encourage them to problem-solve?
4. Which listening/communication
skills and brick wall strategies will
you use the next time your child is
faced with an obstacle?
Fern Weis is a Parent Coach and
Family Recovery Life Coach.
She works with parents of teens
and young adults who are going
through difficult situations,
including addiction recovery.
Fern helps parents release guilt,
end enabling, and confidently
prepare their children to thrive
and be successful through life’s
challenges.
www.yourfamilymatterscoach.com
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Mary Battaglia

FINDING HEALING AND
PURPOSE THROUGH
PAST LIFE REGRESSION
Sometimes you instantly
connect to people you just
met. It is as if you have known
them all your life. Some
places may seem familiar
even though you never visited
the area. Maybe you have
a fear of drowning but do not
have a reason to feel that way.
There is a way to explore
relationships, unexplained
fears, traumas, and find your
life purpose. It can be done
through past life regression
in hypnosis. If you believe
in reincarnation and feel that
a past life is affecting you in
this lifetime then a past life
regression may help you find
the answers.
Hypnosis is a natural altered
state. In hypnosis you
relax enough to go into the
subconscious where the
memories are stored. A
hypnotist induces hypnosis
and guides the client to a
deep relaxed state. There is
always a reason to go back
to a past life. It can be to find
your life purpose, heal, and fix
relationships, un-block fears
and so much more.
Past life regression can
help make sense out of
unexplained fears. Do you
have a fear of water but no
reason to justify it? In past
life regression it may show
up that a person drowned or
had a traumatic experience
with water. After the session
the fear may be gone. Some
people have pain and find no

medical reason for it. A past
life regression may show an
injury to that part of the body
and after the session the pain
goes away.
Everyone experiences past
lives a little differently. For
some it can be very vivid like
a movie, others get flashes,
some just sense or hear what
is going on. You remember
everything that goes on in the
past life regression. Some
people get names, places
and time periods. The
most important thing is to
listen to the messages that
come through in a past life
regression. These messages
can help people let go of blocks
fears, relationship issues and
live an authentic life. Trust that
the subconscious takes you
where you need to go.
A past life regression session
can be with individuals or
groups. Because individual
sessions are one on one
there is more information to
explore and find out. Past
life regression is a fascinating
experience that always
surprises people and is never
what people expect. It can be
an insightful, healing and an
eye opening experience.
Mary Battaglia is a certified
clinical hypnosis practitioner at
Metro Hypnosis Center located
in Oradel, NJ.
www.metrohypnosiscenter.com

PROTEIN PACKED
QUINOA IN A SALAD
By Caryn O’Sullivan, CHHC
Fresh food is once again filling
the grocery market shelves and
seasonal eating is back in style!
Towards the end of winter, I start
to desperately crave freshness
and am so grateful when the first
signs of spring begin: gorgeous
green onions, fresh arugula, leeks,
spring radishes, vibrant berries,
artichokes, asparagus and ramps.
All the pungent flavors help to
wipe out congestion, clear sinuses,
and send energy to our bodies.
This season’s food is also rich
in antioxidants, blood purifying
greens and fat flushing herbs. If
you have been looking to lose
weight, detox or clear up your skin,
NOW is the time to start. Nature
provides beautiful foods for you to
accomplish those goals.
Below is one of my favorite
salads. Rich in protein and so easy
to whip up. You can add whatever
vegetables you like to it as well,
and as the seasons change I
encourage you to change with
them. Be versatile and creative! I
like to serve this salad over a bed
of peppery arugula! Enjoy!
Spring Quinoa Salad
Yield: 4 servings
Ingredients:
1 Cup quinoa, thoroughly rinsed
and drained in a fine mesh strainer
2 Cups water
½ Cup frozen, defrosted peas
2 Green onions finely chopped
5 Spears of fresh lightly cooked
asparagus (either blanch or grill,
then dice)
½ Cucumber – diced
½ Cup of chopped parsley
¼ Cup dried cranberries

Dressing:
Juice of 1 lemon (add more
if you like)
2-3 Tablespoons Extra virgin
olive oil
Sea salt & pepper to taste
Optional: Add in a touch of honey
or agave to sweeten a bit.
Directions:
1. Bring rinsed and drained
quinoa to a boil with water and
salt.
2. Cover and reduce flame to
lowest point. Cook for 20-25
minutes until water is absorbed.
3. Fluff Quinoa with fork and let
cool. (You can spread cooked
quinoa on large platter to cool
faster).
4. Meanwhile, make lemon
vinaigrette by combining
ingredients and adjusting to your
taste (essentially 2 parts juice to
one part oil)
5. Combine all other ingredients
and refrigerate salad until chilled.
Caryn O’Sullivan is a Holistic
Health Coach, founder of
Appetites for Life, LLC., and
graduate of the Institute of
Integrative Nutrition. Caryn
supports women who want a
positive connection with food and
with themselves, by encouraging
clients to develop conscious and
mindful eating skills.
www.appetitesforlife.com

Mary Mustakas

Why Use
A Toner?
I bet if I took a poll 80, maybe even 90
percent of my girlfriends would say they
don’t use a toner. And I am just as guilty.
Two years ago, I began to add using a
toner to my skincare routine - something
I thought was a useless step. How wrong
I was! Toner isn’t simply about cleansing
anymore.
Reasons to Use Toner
There are different toners for different skin
concerns. Below are reasons to use a
toner:
• Finish cleansing process
• Excellent for oily skin
• Remove buildup from blackheads, large
pores, acne prone skin, even occasional
breakouts
• Aids with hyper-pigmentation and cell
turnover
• Hydration, prime and set foundation
• Rosacea, flakiness, dullness
Do you see any of your skin concerns
listed here? Every problem listed can be
helped by the use of a toner. Perhaps it’s
a good idea for you to add a toner to your
regimen too!
Mary Mustakas has 27 years of
experience in the cosmetic industry,
part of which was spent working at top
retailers for the top cosmetic companies.
A passionate perfectionist with her artistry,
Mary is continually learning new styles
and trends. Her goal is to make women
feel their best.
www.facesbymarybeauty.com

Knowing Your Purpose To
Achieve Greatness
By Julwel Kenney, PhD

Have you ever asked yourself or
wondered what is your purpose in
life or why were you born? You must
know that you were not just born to
live, but to achieve the destiny and
greatness God has planned for your
life. As a result, it is imperative that
you know who you are and whose
you are as a child and creation of
God to fulfill your purpose in life.
To show that you have purpose
and destiny, God said: “Before I
formed you in the womb I knew you;
before you were born I sanctified
you; I ordained you a prophet to the
nations” (Jeremiah 1:5 NKJV).

abundance (to the fullness, till it
overflows) (St. John 10:10 Amp). The
thief is things and people that distract
you from your purpose and destiny.
As a result of life challenges, you
tend to become overwhelmed, stifled,
if not careful, depressed, and full of
anxiety.

When you do not know your purpose
you may repeat certain habits and
your life will seem to go around in
circles or wander uselessly through
life not knowing how to achieve
the greatness in you. Thus, you
may experience major problems
and challenges and will tend to
You may say I am not a prophet. Do be unhappy and unsatisfied with
you know that God has called each
yourself, and will not have a desire
of us to proclaim His Good News to
to please God. Therefore, you
all men, which is the Word of God?
will continue to experience further
Therefore, you do not need to have a personal complications that will
title of a prophet or preacher to bring distract you from fulfilling your
forth positive change to proclaim the purpose.
Good News about what God has
done in your life, and to encourage
When individuals are dissatisfied
others to change their life.
and feel unfulfilled, the following
emotional challenges thrive:
Regardless of where you are or what • Lack of self-confidence
stage you are at in your life, you still
• Low self-esteem
have purpose. When God created
• Inability to be successful
man, He created man in His image
so that we can worship and glorify
• Lack of self-appreciation and
Him. Thus, the primary purpose of
respect
man is to glorify God and to enjoy
• Depression
Him forever.
• Anxiety
God’s Word tells us that He
• Lazy and lackadaisical attitude
has come to give us life MORE
• Lack of contentment and fulfillment
abundantly, which is why we must
in family life, on the job, and socially
enjoy our life and not allow life
resulting in varying levels of abuse
challenges to distract or overwhelm
• Underachievement
us from fulfilling our destiny and
purpose in life. The thief comes only • Rebellion against authorities,
to steal and to kill and to destroy,
bosses, and parents
Jesus said, He came that we may
• Financial instability
have and enjoy life, and have it in

• Jealousy
• Frustration
• Premature death and/or aging
These emotional challenges can only
thrive when we do not understand
or know what the Word of God says
about who we are and whose we are
as children of God. It is imperative
to remember that the Word of God
said you are more than a conqueror
(winner). “Nay, in all these things we
are more than conquerors through
him that loved us” (Romans 8: 7).
Therefore, when you trust and look
to God for direction He will show you
your purpose. Knowing your purpose
is not enough, fulfilling your purpose
brings forth greatness—spiritually,
personally, and professionally.
Fulfilling your purpose requires
action. Your purpose is where your
passion is. Because when you are
passionate and love what you do,
you will never work a day in your life.
This is when you have achieved your
greatness!
Dr. Julwel Kenney is co-pastor at
Tabernacle of Life Ministries, Inc.,
located in Maywood, New Jersey.
She is the CEO of JK Personal &
Professional Development, Inc., a
professor, an executive, life coach,
radio personality, motivational
speaker, and a three-time global
author. She has a PhD in Education
Philosophy specializing in Training
and Performance Improvement,
an MBA in Human Resources
Management, and an MS in
Organizational Leadership. Her
books are available wherever books
are sold.
www.julwelkenney.com
www.tabernacleoflife.com

